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President ‘s Letter….
Thank you to everyone that contributed to the success of this year’s HISTOPALOOZA! II. We had a great
turn out of vendors, speakers, attendees and guests. Legacy Lodge at Lake Lanier Islands was the perfect mix
of tranquility and southern hospitality.
Your BOD is busy planning for next year’s meeting and the site visits will begin this summer. We will
have a decision by the middle of July for next year’s location. So start making plans now for next April.
In this edition please check out the 2015 award winners and then start your nominations for next year.
Sponsors graciously support us and I'm sure we all know at least one deserving candidate.
If you plan on attending the NSH in DC late this summer please notify me if you are interested in serving
in the House of Delegates. You must be a member in good standing for one year prior to the date of the HOD.
I will be submitting our list of candidates for credentialing in the next week.

Don't forget to share our website and the offer of FREE membership to your coworkers. We need more
articles submitted and this could be your chance at publication. Everyone has a procedure or tip that can be
shared.
Warm Regards,

Wanda K Simons, HT ASCP
GSH President

REGIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
SCSHT Fall 2015 Histo-Expo
Date: 23 Oct 2015 - 25 Oct 2015
Location: Pawleys Island, SC
Contact for further details Chad McMahan, SCSHT President
and Meeting Manager, 864-541-1340

Georgia Society
for Histotechnology
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The Microtime is published quarterly by the Georgia Society for
Histotechnology for its members. Contributions, suggestions and
advertisements are welcome. Please visit the GSH website for
submission information and guidance. Permission to reprint is
granted as long as source and author are acknowledged and a
copy of the reprint is sent to the editors. Articles without bylines
are written by the editors. Please submit manuscripts to the
editor, AMANDA KNOWLES at gshmicrotime@gmail.com
Deadlines for Submission are:
September 1 - Fall
December 1 – Winter

March 1 - Spring
June 1 - Summer

Histology Openings!
Part-Time position available at St. Mary’s in Athens, GA :
HISTOLOGIST:
Day shift, part-time, Mon.-Fri. HT, HTL (ASCP) or eligible
required.
Contact Human Resources:
Email: hresources@stmarysathens.org
Phone: (706) 389-2090
Fax: (706) 389-2091
Mail: 1230 Baxter Street, Athens, GA 30606-3791
In-person: Human Resources Office, 1st Floor, St. Mary’s
Hospital, just past Medical Records/Release of Information
office

MICROTIME AD RATES
For Four Issues
Business Card - $50
Half Page - $85
Full Page or Insert - $125
Make check payable to : GSH
MAIL TO:
Shirley Powell
2690 Eatonton Highway
Haddock, GA 31033
powell_sa@mercer.edu

AVAILABLE PRN: Jean Rich
licensed Histotechnologist ASCP-HT
25+ years experience in all aspects of histology
LOOKING for PRN positions for vacations etc.
912-656-1624 or njr7885@gmail.com

Office hours: 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday–Friday.
Closed on major holidays.

FREE MEMBERSHIP
WITH PRICELESS BENEFITS!
Education, networking and a chance to
“pay it forward.” You must renew yearly
to be a member. Renew by going to
www.histosearch.com/gsh/
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2015 GSH Awards
Congratulations to all of the 2015 GSH Award recipients! Awards were presented April 18 during our
“HISTOPALOOZA!” Awards Luncheon. Thank you to all who submitted nominations; we had very deserving candidates from which to choose.
The 2015 GSH Award recipients are:
Award

Sponsor

Recipient

Judi Bennett-MediaLab

Matthew Barnes
Darton College, Albany, GA

Joe Myers- Biocare

Amanda Zbinden, HT (ASCP)

GSH

Emilye Jo Spires, HT(ASCP) HTL
awarded posthumously

President’s Award

Alan Cole-ThermoFisher

Janet Hobbs, HT(ASCP) QIHC

Histotechnologist of the Year

Sharon Wehman-Sakura

Jeanine Sanders, HT(ASCP) QIHC

Holde-Puchtler Student Scholarship
IHC/ Molecular Scholarship
Billie L. Swisher Lifetime Achievement

Nominations for 2016 will open toward the end of the year. Watch the Microtime and member emails for the
announcement. Nominator as well as nominee must be GSH members so be sure to join or renew your membership for 2016. Memberships must be renewed each year.
Congratulations again to all award recipients!
Cindy Baranowski and Donna Hedger
Co-chairs 2015 GSH Awards Committee
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Attention Laboratory Leadership:
This article discusses best practices to automate monitoring of regulatory compliance for Lab Directors/
Managers and QA Specialists.
Directors, Managers and QA Specialists have a responsibility for CAP, Health Department and TJC (The Joint
Commission) inspection readiness and ongoing compliance. This includes the mandated pathology peer review
process. You are required to manage both the physician with the annual OPPE (ongoing professional practice
evaluations) and the technical staff competency with the proper application of exclusions. Ideally this should
leverage both aggregate data from the LIS and supplemental data as needed to reduce QA effort.
There are both internal and external agencies that have an interest in regulatory compliance and inspection
readiness. External agencies like CAP, TJC, State Health Departments and Provincial governments are
requesting data in support of patient safety, outcomes, and cost control. Internally we have hospital directors,
CMOs and Compliance departments requesting quality data to drive down costs.
Here is the crux: There is no central Lab application or framework to execute Lean Six Sigma and TQM
processes. There are too many islands-of-automation supported with supplemental forms, LIS reports and
spreadsheets. If there is a desire to reduce lab cost, then there is no better way to succeed than to improve
quality. Here is an example of the cost effectiveness of better quality: Increased quality means decreased
rework. This results in less labor and material costs with more time to diagnose. It is that simple.
The peer review process is required for pathologists but also should include PAs , Histotechs, Cytotechs and
other clinicians. If undertaken, it often lacks sufficient detail to be “actionable”. Without a “QA Central” there
cannot be automatic triggers and it may be difficult to identify constraints. It is well established that Best
Practices should support management-by-exception against benchmarked standards so you can address QA
issues which stem from people, your processes and lab equipment.
“As-Is” vs “To-Be” Analysis
As-Is Situation:
Quality issues don’t seem to be going away often because there is not enough depth of details to capture
“actionable” data. Disparate data sources such as forms, logs, notes, LIS reports are not the best way to
manage. Also, individuals are reluctance to capture data as it was “too much effort”. I don’t blame them, why
should they if the results don’t improve?
It is best to manage by exception. For that you need alerts the moment quality issues arise. We find there are
no automated triggering events or alerts for tasks. For example, frozen section concordance tasks, intramural
reviews notification, 10% random reviews triggers, daily stain quality surveillance, manager’s secondary
review notifications, equipment deviations alerts, policy update notifications, compliance alerts, automated staff
reviews or equipment logs. This can be addressed with a comprehensive Lab QA-Central application.
As you already know an “All-Hands-on-Deck” is not the best way to prepare for inspections. The use of forms,
logs or spreadsheet based data tracking is not seamless and does not readily integrate into workflow.
Captured data does not support OPPE, staff reviews, and inspection readiness preparations. There are no
alerts, dashboards or automated tracking to allow you to manage-by-exception.
“To-Be” Situation:
Let’s not lose sight of our goal: Optimize our ability to provide accurate and timely diagnoses in support of
clinical decision making, thus maximizing patient safety and reducing costs. CONTINUED….PAGE 6
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To do this we must monitor the entire test cycle, identifying variables that contribute to diagnostic errors and
inefficiencies looking at people, processes and your technology. We must leverage quantitative, detailed actionable information derived from LIS and user prompts. This must include automation to reduce human efforts.
Data that is gathered should be repurposed to support required OPPEs, staff evaluations with weighting and
exclusions. We need to use established guidelines and KPIs (what is this ?) from CAP, The Joint Commission, CLIA,
AABB, Provincial and State governments, independent quality management best practices along with historical
information from our own departments.
If we are not doing this our lab costs will continue to increase (labor and material). We are probably
mischaracterizing clinician’s skills with potential adverse impact on careers. Patient safety may be affected,
including increased time to sign-out a case, diagnose and treat. We may be out-of-compliance with regulatory
bodies, which can lead to lost reimbursement and now possible fines from CMS.
The good news is that you can leverage a technology framework to implement your “To-Be” process that
integrates with your existing LIS.
It can start with a CAP Readiness and Compliance dashboard to reduce time managing your checklist, improve
staff productivity by ensuring compliance while minimizing preparation for inspections. It reduces risk by
enabling effective governance of lab information relating to your checklist uniting documents, forms, reports and
lab processes for greater efficiency and compliance. Now you can improve personal productivity and agility
while meeting CAP, AABB, CLIA, Health Department and TJC requirements. Upload your specific individualized
checklists that inspectors use for inspections. Help guide policy, procedure and process development to ensure
accurate, reliable lab results.
With such a tool, inspections are painless with all checklist items and compliance measures in one dashboard.
Know at-a-glance if you are in compliance with your current checklist. Status indicator lights allow you to
manage proactively. Clicking items provides you the details you need to manage to your checklist requirements.
Ancillary benefits include:
… LIS natural language data mining for studies, tumor boards, research, statistics, etc…
… Both specimen and process tracking with verification, which is LIS and label agnostic
… Lab issue, non-conforming events and root cause analysis, reducing rework cost
… Management of lab documents to ISO and CAP-15189 standards
… Wireless temperature and maintenance for room and equipment record automation
Summary
Doing the same thing over and over again does not ensure progress. For the reasons covered, now is the time to
try something different. No action is inaction. Are you willing to meet this opportunity with preparedness in improving QA in all areas of your department? You must address people, process change, and technology as a system. With your improved QA, you will spend less time, getting better information, to make REAL changes, while
always being compliant.
Article By: Phil Abrams
AccuCore Group’s, AccuPathology has been focused on supporting the quality needs of labs since
2008. For more supporting information please visit the Resource area of www.accucoregroup.com
Ref: The Joint Commission standards with CMS regulations:
LD.04.03.09: Contracted Services §482.12, 482.22, 482.23, 482.26, 482.27
MS.08.01.01: FPPE
MS.08.01.03: OPPE §482.22, 482.51, 482.55
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“HISTOPALOOZA!” 2015
HIGHLIGHTS
Joe Myers of Biocare
Presenting Amanda Zbinden HT (ASCP)
with IHC/Molecular Scholarship

Alan Cole of ThermoFisher Presenting
Janet Hobbs HT(ASCP) QIHC with
President’s Award

Cindy Baranowski, Awards Chair
Presenting
Jeanine Sanders BS HT(ASCP) QIHC with
GSH Histotechnologist of the Year Award
Sponsored by Sakura

Cindy Baranowski, Awards Chair Presenting
Shirley Powell accepting for Emilye Jo Spires
HT (ASCP) HTL awarded posthumously
with the Billie L. Swisher Lifetime Achievement
Award

Judi Bennett-MediaLab
Presenting
Taiquanda Winbush accepting for Matthew
Barnes of Darton College, Albany, GA with
Holde-Puchtler Student Scholarship
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This year at the 2015 Histopalooza GSH posthumously awarded Emilye Jo Spires
with the Billie Swisher Lifetime Achievement Award. Emilye succumbed to a long battle

with lung disease on March 1, 2013. She dearly loved her profession in histology. After
training and employment at the Macon Hospital, now Navicent Health, Emilye then worked
at the Middle Georgia Hospital until it was incorporated into the Medical Center. She
finished her career at Macon Northside Hospital and retired due to health issues. She was
a lifetime student, never stopped studying no matter what the subject. She was tireless and
always happy to help in any way that she could. When GSH was formed, she dove in
head-first and served as treasurer, president, and Microtime Editor. It was under her
editorship that the Microtime won the NSH Newsletter award given by Hacker. Emilye’s
husband, Larry Spires, and her children supported her endeavors in GSH. Her hard work
and enthusiasm fostered a family atmosphere that GSH members enjoyed. GSH lost a
great supporter and wonderful friend. It is only fitting that she receives this award.
By: Shirley Powell
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Dining-In at the
Awards Luncheon! Do
you recognize anyone?
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A Special
“THANKS!”
to all our vendors who attend and sponsor
awards, breaks, and prizes.

Accucore
BioCare
BR Instruments
Cancer Diagnostics
Cell Marque
Choice Medical
Clarient/GE
Dako
EMS
Diagnostic Biosystems
Finan Templeton
General Data
Healthpac Computer Systems

LabStorage
Leica
MediaLab
Mercedes Medical
Newcomer
Poly Scientific RND
Sakura
Southeast Path Instruments
StatLab
Tech One
ThermoFisher
Vanderbilt Pathology Services
Ventana Medical
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Patti Wilson with Wanda Simons, GSH President

Patsy Bowzard

Honorary Memberships were bestowed upon Patti Wilson and
Patsy Bowzard for their many years of valued service to GSH.
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GSH Board of Directors
GSH PRESIDENT: Wanda Simons - gshpresident@gmail.com
GSH VICE PRESIDENT/GSH EXHIBIT LIAISON: Michael Bourgeois - GSHVicePresident@gmail.com
GSH TREASURER/WEB MANAGER: Shirley A. Powell - gshtreasurer@gmail.com
GSH SECRETARY: Billie Zimmerman - GSHsecretary@gmail.com
GSH PAST PRESIDENT: Mike Ayers - lmayers@charter.net
GSH MEMBERSHIP CHAIR: Nancy Crane - GSHmembership@gmail.com
GSH PUBLIC RELATIONS CHAIR: Billie Zimmerman - gsh.pr.chair@gmail.com
GSH HISTORIAN: Mary Grace Andagan - gshhistorian@gmail.com
MICROTIME EDITOR: Amanda Knowles - gshmicrotime@gmail.com
GSH EDUCATION CHAIR: Taiquanda Winbush - gsheduc@gmail.com
GSH AWARDS CHAIR: Cindy Baranowski - gshnominations@gmail.com
GSH NOMINATIONS-ELECTIONS CHAIR: Cindy Baranowski - gshnominations@gmail.com
GSH NSH CEU LIAISON: Janet Hobbs - gshceu@gmail.com
GSH SYMPOSIUM REGISTRAR: Harriet Baker - gshregistrar@gmail.com
GSH BUDGET & FINANCE CHAIR: Joyce Weems - gshbudgetandfinance@gmail.com

Amanda Knowles
3403 Kenilworth Court
Snellville, GA 30039

TO:

